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a b s t r a c t 

Cost-sensitive metrics have been widely used during the past years as financial metrics that quantify the 

monetary costs and benefits of security investments, assess risks, and select countermeasures accordingly. 

However, due to the complexity of current attacks, and the level of dynamicity required in the estimation 

of the parameters composing the metrics, the use of a novel approach that considers restrictions, inter- 

dependency, as well as, the previous and current state at which the system is exposed to, is required. We 

propose in this article a Stateful Return on Response Investment (denoted by StRORI) that uses hyper- 

graphs to model actions that have been previously deployed (e.g., at state ST 0 ) while the current state of 

the system (e.g., ST 1 ) is under analysis. As a result, StRORI is a dynamic tool that considers the changes 

of the system in terms of number of active devices, previously deployed countermeasures, the cost of 

adding a new countermeasure or suppressing a previously deployed one, and the effectiveness of a group 

of security measures due to the implementation of a given action. A case study is presented about the 

integration of the StRORI index with hypergraph models to assess countermeasures against cyber attacks. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Information security models have been proposed as an ap- 

proach to evaluate investments and returns (commonly referred to 

as the amount of losses that are avoided due to a security invest- 

ment; losses that were expected to occur had these investments 

not been applied) [1] . Cost sensitive metrics i.e. Return On Invest- 
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not take into account the countermeasure history i.e., no informa- 

tion about the actions that have been previously deployed (state 

ST 0 ) while the current state of the system is under analysis ( ST 1 ).As 

a result, it is not possible to compute the impact on the cost and 

effectiveness that the application or suppression of a countermea- 

sure causes to the rest of actions already deployed. 

In addition, attack scenarios are frequently represented with at- 
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ent (ROI) [2,3] , Return On Security Investment (ROSI) [4–6] , Re-

urn On Response Investment (RORI) [1,7] have been proposed for

he quantitative evaluation of investments in the ICT domain. Most

f the current cost-sensitive metrics use a great level of subjectiv-

ty or rely on expert knowledge while estimating each parameter

omposing the equation. Thus, results are generally approximations

f a real environment that use best guesses rather than quantita-

ive models in their estimations. 

The RORI index had been previously proposed as a financial

etric to evaluate multiple countermeasures and to select the best

lternative against complex attack scenarios. Yet, this metric does
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ack graphs. These latter have been widely proposed to analyze the

ath(s) taken by attackers during the exploitation of a vulnerabil-

ty, and to evaluate all possible security measures to implement for

topping/mitigating the threat [8] . Attack and defense graphs have

een utilized to model the behavior of attacks in a network in-

rastructure and the corresponding counter actions [9,10] . However,

raditional attack graphs for the large information systems incor-

orate a lot of nodes and edges. Besides they should be constantly

odified due to the changes in the information system that leads

o the constant RORI recalculations and extension of historic RORI

ndexes list. Therefore they are complex for visual perception and

equire high time costs for processing [58,59] . Hypergraphs [11–

3] are seen as a viable and prominent solution to compute ex-

austive lists of attack scenarios, and to select the most effective

ountermeasures based on cost-sensitive metrics. 

In this paper, we propose to integrate a Stateful Return On Re-

ponse Investment (StRORI) index (as previously defined in [14] ),
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with a Hypergraph model aiming at evaluating countermeasures

based on financial and threat impact assessment functions. The ul-

timate goal of the StRORI metric is the ranking of countermeasures

and the selection of the optimal candidate(s) to reduce (or elimi-

nate) the impact of the detected attacks. StRORI considers all previ-

ously deployed security measures as well as the economical impact

of implementing a new countermeasure or deactivating a deployed

one. 

The overall contributions on this paper are summarized as

follows: (i) a quantitative model that evaluates security actions

against complex attack scenarios at each state of the system; (ii)

a process that dynamically evaluates the StRORI index on multiple

candidates while considering restrictions, and inter-dependency

among them; (iii) a methodology to compute the parameters com-

posing the StRORI index; (iv) the integration of the StRORI in-

dex with a hypergraph model; and (v) the implementation of the

model over a real attack scenario. 

Paper Organization: Section 2 compares related work with our

approach. Section 3 introduces and defines the stateful return on

response investment metric. Section 4 introduces the hypergraph

model. Section 5 presents the preventive approach used to se-

lect optimal countermeasures. Section 6 discusses about the reac-

tive approach used for countermeasure selection. Section 7 details

the integration between the StRORI Index and the Hypergraph ap-

proach. Section 8 describes the implementation of the model and

provides a use case as an illustration of the hybrid approach. The

paper concludes in Section 9 . 

2. Related work 

The evaluation and selection of security measures as a way

to react to cyber attacks is an open research area. Approaches

like the one proposed by Kheir et al., [1] consider Service Depen-

dency Frameworks (SDF) during the process of selecting the reac-

tion mechanisms responsible of applying changes to the system’s

configuration. The main drawback of this approach is the inabil-

ity to evaluate the monetary impact of selected security measures

over its dependent services. 

Samarji et al. [15] , propose an approach that uses Situation

Calculus to automatically generate attack graphs that leverage re-

sponse systems means to estimate the global risk inferred by si-

multaneous ongoing attacks, and to reason about appropriate re-

sponses. Authors, however, do not estimate the risk of simultane-

ous attacks on the network service, which is crucial for response

systems to react intelligently against the most dangerous and com-

plex attacks. 

Lippmann et al. [16] and Poolsappasit [17] use in their ap-

proaches attack graph models for the implementation of preventive

and reactive security measures on the exploitation of the system’s

vulnerabilities. The preventive approach supports most attacks that

can be discovered through network vulnerability scanners, but do

not easily support attacks with multiple prerequisites. The reactive

approach enables a system administrator to quantify the chances

of network compromise at various levels, but it requires improve-

ments in terms of scalability and efficiency. 

Martinelli and Santini [18] suggest the use of Argumentation to

provide automated support for security decisions. The manipula-

tion of this reasoning process comes with a cost in terms of the

chosen metrics. The main limitation of this type of approach is be-

ing able to determine the cost of manipulating a final decision by

acting on the decision process itself. 

Motzek et al. [19] have proposed an approach for selecting ad-

equate response plans as a reaction to threats opposed on a com-

pany based on a multi-dimensional impact assessments. The ap-

proach considers a response financial and operational impact as-

sessments. However, the proposed solution have the inherent lim-
tations associated to the RORI index e.g., accuracy issues, inability

o consider indirect increase of financial costs, inability to evaluate

otential decrease of financial impact, no consideration of seman-

ic implications of individual countermeasures. 

More recently, Yaqoob et al. [20] propose a ROSI framework by

alculating the impact of an attack on the whole business while

onsidering its effect upon all critical assets. Authors use Bayesian

heorems to determine likelihood of cyber-attacks and overcome

ncertainty to a reasonable extent. The approach, however, has not

et been used in real time organizational environments, and the

ethodology has not yet been automated. 

Furthermore, Soikkeli et al., [21] propose a framework for au-

omated countermeasure selection based on cost impact analysis

f the organisation’s service loss and costs over a period of time.

uthors consider attacker and defender actions, aiming for a cost-

ffective approach to maintaining service functionality. Although

emonstrated and tested in simulated environments, the approach

oes not adopt a flexible dependency model and does not select a

ombination of countermeasures and recovery actions in the same

ecision. 

With regard to the aforementioned limitations, the approach

resented in this paper estimates the risk of simultaneous attacks

gainst the system, and computes the cost of the final decisions

y acting on the decision process itself, as well as, evaluates the

mpact of combined responses over dependent services. It builds

ver a hypergraph formalism complemented with a cost-sensitive

etric used as an automated response selection mechanism that

nticipates forecasted steps of an attacker aiming at disrupting the

ecurity of a given system. 

. Stateful return on investment metric 

.1. RORI Approach 

The RORI model has been defined by Kheir et al. [1] , as an in-

ex aiming at providing a common reference to compare different

esponse candidates and to choose the optimal response. 

More recently, Gonzalez-Granadillo et al. [7,22] propose an im-

rovement of the RORI index that evaluates parameters such as the

nnual loss expectancy (ALE) that results from an intrusion or at-

ack, the risk mitigation level (RM), the annual response cost (ARC),

nd the annual infrastructure value (AIV), as depicted in Eq. (1) : 

ORI = 

(ALE × RM) − ARC 

ARC + AIV 

× 100 . (1)

The calculation of the parameters presented in Eq. (1) follows

he approaches proposed by Kosutic, in [23] , Locher, in [24] and

ockstep Consulting, in [25] . More information about the compu-

ation of each parameter composing the RORI index can be found

n [7] . 

As a result, by using RORI, it is possible to select optimal coun-

ermeasure(s) against pre-defined attack scenarios. The metric pro-

ides a response relative to the size of the infrastructure by using

he AIV parameter, this latter is correlated with the ALE of the sys-

em, which allows to compare the RORI result of different systems

egardless of their size. The introduction of the AIV parameter han-

les the case of selecting no countermeasure, and allows to differ-

ntiate mutually exclusive countermeasures from partially and/or

otally restrictive ones. 

.2. Stateful RORI (StRORI) 

The Stateful Return On Response Investment Metric (StRORI)

as been proposed as an extension of the RORI index [7,22] . The

roposed StRORI considers dynamicity in the monitoring system

e.g., changes in the network due to the detection of new threats or
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Fig. 1. Transition Process in the Dynamic RORI Evaluation. 
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he implementation of new security measures). The system is as-

umed to work under a given state (e.g., ST 0 , ST 1 , ..., ST n −1 , ST n ), for

ach of them the system captures the information related to each

ode composing the network as well as the pre-defined security

onfiguration. Each evaluation run represents a unique snapshot of

he system (state) thus, it is possible to compare the security pa-

ameters of the systems for multiple states. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a case with three transitions (i.e., from ST 0 
o ST 1 , from ST 1 to ST 2 , and from ST 2 to ST 3 , and several coun-

ermeasures (i.e., C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 5 , C 6 ) to be evaluated during the

ifferent states of the system. Starting from ST 0 , we assume that

o security measure has been previously enforced in the system.

t this state we perform the RORI evaluation (with C 1 and C 2 ),

nd we obtain four possible response plans (RP): (i) add C 1 (i.e.,

P 01 = { + C 1 } ); (ii) add C 2 (i.e., RP 02 = { + C 2 } ; (iii) add C 1 and C 2 
i.e., RP 03 = { + C 1 , + C 2 } ); and (iv) No action, meaning that no miti-

ation action must be implemented (i.e., RP 04 = {} ). For this exam-

le, the RORI index indicates that the optimal countermeasure is

P 02 , we therefore implement C 2 and the state changes to ST 1 . 

The following state of the system ( ST 1 ) considers the previously

mplemented countermeasures and updates the system’s configu-

ation accordingly. All authorized mitigation actions (even those

lready implemented in the system) are evaluated by the StRORI

n order to find the optimal response plan. Assuming that we

ave two candidates: C 2 and C 3 (for this state C 1 is not consid-

red as an appropriate candidate), we will have four possible re-

ponse plans: (i) add C 2 , in this case, no action is performed since

 2 has been implemented during the previous state of the sys-

em (i.e., RP 11 = {} ); (ii) add C 3 , in this case C 2 must be unin-

talled in order to install C 3 (i.e., RP 12 = {−C 2 + C 3 } ); (iii) add both

 2 and C 3 , in this case, only C 3 is added since C 2 is already en-

orced (i.e., RP 13 = { + C 3 } ); and (iv) no countermeasure should be

nforced, meaning that C 2 must be uninstalled (i.e., RP 14 = {−C 2 } ).
he resulting StRORI at ST 1 indicates the optimal action is to en-

orce RP 12 , we must therefore uninstall C 2 and install C 3 , the state

hanges to ST 2 . 

The process is repeated until reaching the final state (in this

xample ST 2 ) in which two countermeasures are evaluated ( C 3 , C 5 ,

ll other countermeasures are not considered in this state as can-

idates for evaluation). Four possible response plans are analyzed:

i) add C 3 , in this case no action is performed, since C 3 is already

nstalled (i.e., RP 21 = {} ); (ii) add C 5 , in this case C 3 must be unin-

talled in order to install C 5 (i.e., RP 22 = {−C 3 + C 5 } ); (iii) add both

 3 and C 5 , in this case, only C 5 is added since C 3 is already en-

orced (i.e., RP 23 = { + C 5 } ); and (iv) no countermeasure should be

nforced, meaning that C 3 must be uninstalled (i.e., RP 24 = {−C 3 } ).
he resulting StRORI at ST 2 indicates the optimal action is to en-

orce RP 23 , we must therefore install C 5 , the state changes to ST 3 .

lease note that for simplicity, we have used two countermeasures

n each state, but the model allows n number of candidates to be

valuated in each state of the system. 

The remainder of this section details the StRORI metric param-

ters and the methodology to compute them. 
.3. Computation of the StRORI parameters 

This section details each of the parameters composing the

tRORI index and provides a methodology to help in their com-

utation. 

.3.1. Annual loss expectancy (ALE) 

In the absence of security measures, ALE expresses the impact

ost perceived by an organization as a consequence of an attack.

LE considers multiple losses: loss of assets (La), Loss of data (Ld),

oss of reputation (Lr), Legal procedures (Lp), Loss of revenues

rom existing clients or customers (Lrec), loss of revenue from po-

ential clients (Lrpc), Other losses (Ol), as well as the Contracted

nsurance (Ci), and the annual rate of occurrence (ARO), as shown

n Eq. (2) . 

LE = (La + Ld + Lr + Lp + Lerc + Lrpc + Ol − Ci ) × ARO (2)

ALE depends directly on the severity and likelihood of the

hreat and it is independent on the mitigation actions and the pol-

cy enforcement points. 

.3.2. Annual infrastructure value (AIV) 

The AIV is computed as the sum of the Annual Equipment Cost

 AEC ) of all policy enforcement points (PEPs) that appears in the

ystem’s snapshot ( Eq. (3) ): 

IV = 

n ∑ 

i =0 

AEC i . (3) 

The AEC corresponds to all the costs associated to the use

f the equipment regardless of the implemented countermeasure;

.g., Equipment usage (Ec), Personnel costs (Pc), Service costs (Sc),

ther costs (Oc), and Resell Value (Rv), as shown in Eq. (4) : 

IV = Ec + P c + Sc + Oc − R v . (4)

Each PEP has an associated AEC that is estimated based on his-

orical information and expert knowledge using Eq. (4) . Contrary

o the ALE , the value of the AIV changes at each snapshot of the

ystem. 

.3.3. Risk mitigation (RM) 

RM refers to the risk mitigation associated to a given coun-

ermeasure. The computation of this parameter depends on two

actors (i) the value of the countermeasure effectiveness - EF (as

resented in Section 3.3.3.1 ), and the value of the countermeasure

overage - COV (as presented in Section 3.3.3.2 ); and (ii) the per-

ormed action, i.e., considering if a new security action needs to be

dded (e.g., patch a vulnerability), or if the action must be unin-

talled/deleted (e.g., unblock users, IPs, ports that were previously

locked), or if no action is required (keep unchanged). 

The Risk Mitigation for individual countermeasures is calculated

sing Eq. (5) : 

f 

{ 

CM(ad d ) → RM = COV · EF 
CM(delete ) → RM = 0 

CM(keep) → RM = Unchanged 
. (5) 

For a given state of the system, RM considers if the evaluated

ountermeasure is new (add a CM), for which the RM is computed

s the product of the countermeasure coverage (COV) and its effec-

iveness (EF). However, if the response plan suggests the deletion

f a previously implemented countermeasure (delete CM), then RM

ill be equal to zero, since the candidate will be disabled. Finally,

f the response plan suggests the implementation of an already de-

loyed countermeasure (keep CM), RM will remain the same as the

ne used in the previous state of the system for this countermea-

ure. 
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Table 1 

Default effectiveness values associated to mitigation 

action types. 

Mitigation Action Type Protection EF 

Reboot Very Low 1.00% 

Shutdown Low 10.00% 

Backup Medium 50.00% 

Change Configuration High 80.00% 

Patching Very High 100.00% 
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For multiple disjoint countermeasures, RM is computed as the

sum of the effectiveness of each countermeasure times their corre-

sponding coverage as depicted in Eq. (6) : 

RM(C M 1 ∪ . . . ∪ C M n ) = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

COV (CM i ) · EF (CM i ) . (6)

However, for joint countermeasures, RM is computed as the

sum of their individual coverage times their corresponding effec-

tiveness, minus the intersection coverage times the minimum ef-

fectiveness value as shown in Eq. (7) : 

RM(C M 1 ∪ . . . ∪ C M n ) = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

COV (CM i ) · EF (CM i ) 

− [ CM i ∩ . . . ∩ CM n ] · EF min (CM i . . . CM n ) . (7)

More details and examples on the computation of these Equa-

tions can be found in [7] . 

In addition, the RM computation must consider the previously

deployed countermeasure(s) so that impact of adding, deleting or

keeping a countermeasure is reflected in the effectiveness of the

group of evaluated countermeasures. The following rules are con-

sidered while evaluating the risk mitigation of multiple counter-

measures: 

• If the proposed group of countermeasures are not deployed at

state ST 0 , the RM at state ST 1 is computed using Eq. (7) . For in-

stance, having two new and partially joint countermeasures to

evaluate (i.e., CM 1 , CM 2 ), the RM of their union is computed as

RM ( CM 1 ∪ CM 2 ) = CM 1 . EF 1 + CM 2 . EF 2 - [( CM 1 ∩ CM 2 ) .EF min (CM 1 ,

CM 2 )]; 
• If one or more of the proposed countermeasures are already

deployed at state ST 0 , the RM evaluation at state ST 1 must

subtract the RM value associated to each previously deployed

countermeasure. For instance, having two partially joint coun-

termeasures to evaluate at state ST 1 (i.e., CM 1 , CM 2 ), and con-

sidering that CM 1 has been deployed at state ST 0 , the RM of

their union is computed as RM ( CM 1 ∪ CM 2 ) = RM ( CM 2 ); 
• If all countermeasures to be evaluated at state ST 1 are already

deployed in the system (at state ST 0 ), RM of the group of coun-

termeasures remains the same as the one computed in the pre-

vious state; 
• If one or more of the evaluated countermeasures are proposed

to be deleted, RM for such countermeasure(s) is equal to zero,

since this candidate is not considered in the RORI evaluation. 

Effectiveness (EF) The effectiveness (EF) of a countermeasure

represents the level at which a given action reduces the risk and/or

consequences of an attack on the system. EF is intrinsic to the

mitigation action type regardless of the threat it mitigates. For in-

stance, a reboot action by itself provides a very low mitigation of a

given threat, whereas a patching action provides a very high pro-

tection against it. Table 1 summarizes default values associated to

mitigation action types. Each value has been assigned based on

statistical data and expert knowledge [7] . 

It is important to note that (i) if the evaluated countermeasure

was not previously deployed in the system, the effectiveness value
hown in Table 1 is added in the RM computation; (ii) if the eval-

ated countermeasure is already deployed in the system, and the

ction to be taken proposes its deletion, the effectiveness value is

ubtracted in the RM computation; and (iii) if the proposed coun-

ermeasure is already deployed in the system, and the action to

e taken proposes its implementation, we discard the candidate in

he RM calculation. 

Coverage (COV) The coverage (COV) of a given countermeasure

epresents the number of nodes to which a mitigation action is be-

ng executed over the total number of vulnerable nodes, as shown

n Eq. (8) : 

OV = 

Q i · W F i ∑ n 
j=0 QT j · W F j 

. (8)

Where Q i is the number of nodes from a PEP_type affected

y a countermeasure; QT j is the total number of active nodes in

he system; WF i is the weighting factor associated to the affected

EP_type; and WF j is the weighting factor associated to each node

ype. This latter indicates the level of priority or criticality inherent

o the type of PEP in the execution of a mission. For instance, per-

onal computers (e.g., PC) are assigned a WF = 1, Web servers (e.g.,

EBSCADA) are assigned a WF = 3, and Remote Terminal Units (i.e.,

TU) are assigned a WF = 5. 

Note that if the evaluated countermeasure is not previously de-

loyed in the system, the coverage value is computed as in Eq. (8) .

n addition, if the countermeasure is already deployed in the sys-

em, and the action to be taken proposes its deletion, the coverage

alue is subtracted in the RM computation. Further, if the proposed

ountermeasure is already deployed in the system, and the action

o be taken proposes its implementation, we discard the candidate

n the RM calculation. 

.3.4. Annual response cost (ARC) 

ARC refers to the Annual Response Cost associated to a particu-

ar countermeasure. For individual evaluations, ARC includes Direct

osts (e.g., Cost of implementation (Ci), Cost of maintenance (Cm),

ost of deletion (Cd)), Other direct costs (Odc); and Indirect costs

Ic), and the calculation considers the fact that a countermeasure

s added, deleted or kept, as shown in Eq. (9) : 

f 

{ 

CM(ad d ) → ARC = Ci + Cm + Odc + Ic 
CM(delete ) → ARC = Cd 
CM(keep) → ARC = Cm 

. (9)

Similar to the computation of RM, the ARC considers if the eval-

ated countermeasure is new (add a CM), for which the ARC is

omputed as the sum of all direct and indirect costs associated to

he countermeasure. If the countermeasure needs to be uninstalled

delete CM), then ARC will be equal to the cost of deletion (Cd). If

he suggested countermeasure is already deployed in the system

keep CM), ARC will be equal to the cost of maintenance although

o action is required. 

For multiple joint and disjoint countermeasures, the annual re-

ponse cost is equal to the sum of all individual countermeasure’s

ost as shown in Eq. (10) : 

RC (C M 1 ∪ . . . ∪ C M n ) = 

n ∑ 

i =1 

ARC (C M i ) . (10)

In addition, the calculation of the ARC parameter must consider

he following conditions: 

• If the proposed group of countermeasures are not deployed at

state ST 0 , the ARC at state ST 1 is computed using Eq. (10) . For

instance, having two new and partially joint countermeasures

to evaluate (i.e., CM 1 , CM 2 ), the ARC of their union is computed

as ARC ( CM ∪ CM ) = ARC ( CM ) + ARC ( CM ); 
1 2 1 2 
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• If one or more of the proposed countermeasures are already

deployed at state ST 0 , the ARC computation must subtract the

ARC value associated to each previously deployed countermea-

sure. For instance, having two partially joint countermeasures

to evaluate at state ST 1 (i.e., CM 1 , CM 2 ), and considering that

CM 1 has been deployed at state ST 0 , the ARC of their union is

computed as ARC ( CM 1 ∪ CM 2 ) = ARC ( CM 2 ); 
• If all countermeasures at state ST 1 are already deployed in the

system (at state ST 0 ), the ARC of the group of countermeasures

only includes the cost of maintenance; 
• If one or more countermeasures is proposed to be deleted from

the system, the ARC computation only includes the cost of the

deployed action. 

. Hypergraph model 

We introduced our approach briefly in [26] . In this paper we

escribe it in details, we provide description of integration of the

ypergraph approach and StRORI metric and demonstrate joint ap-

lication of the hypergraph model and StRORI metric on the case

tudy. 

Attack graphs are used to represent all possible steps per-

ormed by the attacker in the system. This section proposes an

ttack graph approach used for the countermeasure selection in

he static and dynamic system operation modes, as suggested by

s in [9,28,29] and by Nespoli et al. in [27] . The approach evolves

he attack model by using a Bayesian approach [17] specified in

efinitions 1 and 2 . The goal is to represent, anticipate and handle

ttack actions performed by an attacker targeting a given system. 

efinition 1 (Attack Graph) . A graph G = (S, L, τ, P c ) where S con-

ains the nodes of the graph (i.e., the set of attack actions), L rep-

esents the set of links between actions (s.t. L ⊆S × S ), τ the logi-

al relation between attack actions (in our implementation relation

ND is specified using sequential attack actions, while OR relation

s specified using actions with the same parent), and P c the dis-

rete local conditional probability distributions (in our implemen-

ation it is the conditional probability matrix for the whole graph).

efinition 2 (Attack Action) . A tuple S = (H, V, Sc, St, P r) , where H

dentifies the host to which the attack action is applicable, V rep-

esents the vulnerability used in the attack action, Sc the process

mplemented by the attacker that do not use vulnerabilities, e.g.

o get information about the host (in our implementation we use

APEC attack patterns for this goal [30] ), St the state of attack ac-

ion (successfully implemented or not), and Pr the probability that

he attack action is in St ( Pr ∈ [0, 1]). 

Thus, the attack graph incorporates all known attack sequences

n the computer networks, where each sequence consists of at-

ack actions (it can be vulnerability exploitation or attack step

hat does not use vulnerabilities, for example, footprinting) and

inks between them. Link specifies transition from one attack ac-

ion to another depending on the post-conditions of the par-

nt action (obtained privileges) and preconditions of the child

ction (required privileges to implement attack action). Simpli-

ed example is given in Fig. 2 : the left part – fragment of the

omputer network, the right part – fragment of attack graph

or it. In Fig. 2 each graph node is vulnerability exploitation at-

ack action (vulnerabilities are represented with their CVE ids),

hat incorporates vulnerabilities with the same pre and post

onditions. Each graph node is specified as follows: H _ NAME :

ccessV ector _ Auth _ GainedP ri v ileges _ AccessComplex ( H _ NAME – host

ame; AccessVector , Auth , and AccessComplex – CVSS access vector,

VSS authentication requirements, and CVSS access complexity for

he vulnerability, accordingly; and GainedP ri v ileges – the privileges

n a host after vulnerability exploitation). 
Attack graph extension by assigning Bayes probabilities Pr

o the graph nodes considering available subjective data named

ayesian attack graphs are usable formalism to forecast attack de-

elopment and to trace attack sources. We calculate prior uncon-

itional probabilities ( Pr ∗ in Fig. 2 ) for the graph nodes using CVSS

alues [13]. St allows considering security incidents in the reactive

ode of attacks prevention (by changing the state of attack ac-

ion represented with attack graph node to the ‘successfully im-

lemented’). For example, a security incident occurred in node

DS1” its state is changed to “successfully implemented” ( St = 1).

his results in changing of attack probability for this node (pos-

erior probability Pr p ( DS 1) ) and, consequently, for other connected

odes (ancestors and descendants). Changing of probabilities for

he ancestor nodes in its turn results in changing of St for some of

hese nodes to the successfully implemented (if there are several

aths to the node with incident then for the path with maximum

robability is St changes to 1). Thus the dynamics is introduced

nto the proposed model. 

Application of Bayesian attack graphs is limited by the possibil-

ty of the attack sequences with cycles in the computer network

31,32] . The second challenge of the modern computer networks is

heir huge size that hampers their effective automatic and manual

rocessing and visual perception. 

We suggest using hypergraphs to overcome aforementioned

hallenges [26] . Hypergraphs are widely used in research on

he information security for the networks modeling [33–35] , for

nonymous communications [36,37] , for the alert correlation [38] ,

or modeling of the security dependencies [39] , for describing se-

urity properties [40] . In [41] an algorithm for the attack graph

eneration based on the hypergraph partitioning is provided. In

42] and [43] hypergraphs are used with the similar to our goal for

he generalization of the graph model. But in [42] authors use it to

pecify logical statement for the security violation on the basis of

ogs. In [43] authors abstract the attack scenarios using a hierar-

hy of activity types for the intrusion goals. While our proposal is

ased on the detailed attack scenarios that are automatically con-

tructed considering known vulnerabilities of the analyzed system

nd interconnections between them (see Definitions 1 and 2 ) and

t allows quantification of the attack actions for the revelation of

he most dangerous scenarios and further selection of countermea-

ures. We use hypergraph definition provided in [44] . 

efinition 3 (Hypergraph) . The hypergraph H is a graph H =
(X, U; R ) , where x ∈ X = x i /i ∈ I - vertexes, u ∈ U = u j / j ∈ J - edges,

 - predicate that specifies if x and u are incident in H . In the hyper-

raph an edge can incorporate arbitrary number of vertexes [44] .

ypergraph edges are pre-processed to get acyclic graph (to use

ayesian approach). In Fig. 3 (b) three subgraphs are consequen-

ially linked in one hypergraph for the demonstration purposes,

hereas in Fig.3(c) the final acyclic graph is provided. 

Besides, the size of the graph in Fig.3(c) is reduced compared

o the initial attack graph in Fig. 3 (b). It allows us to overcome the

econd aforementioned challenge combining multiple links within

ne node. More demonstrative example of an attack graph that has

ew subgraphs that are connected via single node is represented in

ig. 3 (a). In this case we represent these subgraphs as nodes of

ypergraph (Fig. 3(c)). It allows us to preprocess these subgraphs

nodes) separately and then process final hypergraph in case of

reventive processing. From the another hand, in case of reactive

rocessing, hypergraph is used to localize compromised subgraph

nd then only this subgraph is used for further calculations to re-

uce processing time. Thus hypergraphs simplifies dynamical anal-

sis of the large-scale complex attack graphs. 

While transition from an attack graph to hypergraph seems to

e a complication of the model, we consider it reasonable for a

umber of advantages. First of all, unlike a graph, a hypergraph
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Fig. 2. Fragment of the computer network (left) and appropriate attack graph (right). 
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Fig. 3. Example of the attack hypergraph and final acyclic attack graph. 
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allows grouping related objects (vertexes) and displaying n -ary re-

lations by its nature, besides, it allows their nesting [45,46] . 

The limitations that made us searching for new methods of at-

tack modeling despite the fact that attack graphs shown them well,

are described in the beginning of this section. In particular, this

is a problem with cycles and the challenge of processing and vi-

sual representation of huge graphs. The advantage of using hyper-
raphs considering the first challenge (cycles processing) consists

n the fact that each hypergraph’s edge can be processed as sepa-

ate graph. It allows processing of the separate subgraphs, in par-

icular, handling loops. 

The advantage of using hypergraphs considering the second

hallenge (analysis of huge graphs) consists in the fact that each

ypergraph’s edge can incorporate a number of vertexes and edges,
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hat allows decreasing graph size on the upper level (combining

ultiple vertexes within a single edge) and processing this de-

reased model first. Then we can focus on the detected problem

e.g. compromised subgraph). Besides, such a hypergraph will be

asier to read when visualizing. 

Another significant advantage of hypergraphs is the ability to

nclude additional semantic information inside the hyperedge, i.e.

o group related objects of different types within one edge. In par-

icular, within a single edge, it is possible to combine both vulnera-

ilities, weaknesses, exploits, attacks, events, countermeasures and

he relationships between them, without changing the general idea

f the hypergraph to display the attack path, but providing it with

dditional information. Now we use it to consider attack action

nd countermeasure within single hyperedge, it allows calculating

tRORI index and implementing countermeasures for different net-

ork segments (combiming segment attack subgraph within one

yperedge) instead of implementing them for specific vulnerabili-

ies. 

Thus, we outline three types of hyperedges: (i) Hyperedges that

ncorporate vertexes and edges forming cycles, (ii) Hyperedges that

ncorporate vertexes and edges of single network segment, and (iii)

yperedges that incorporate objects of different types, namely, at-

ack actions and countermeasures. 

Technically, hypergraph models are probed to be more efficient

han classical graph models for modeling and computing relational

ata [47] . In this sense, hypergraphs provide significant improve-

ents in runtime (up to 30 times faster than graphs models). In

ddition, hypergrahs require fewer Locally Optimal Block Precon-

itioned Conjugate Gradient (LOBPCG) iterations than graph mod-

ls, and thus converge up to 6 times faster than graphs. Further-

ore, operators (e.g., Laplacian) apply up to 17 times faster for hy-

ergraphs models than graph models [47] . The main limitation of

ypergraphs is that they are more difficult to visualize and draw

n papers than its alternative graphical models [48] . To overcome

his problem, several research studies have introduced a variety of

ethods for their visualization [49–52] . 

Finally, from our point of view, the hypergraph will allow us

o join within a single model all models of interaction in scope of

ecurity analysis. It simplifies common model (that incorporates all

bjects, namely, vulnerabilities, weaknesses, exploits, attacks etc.)

nstead of its complication. 

. Static mode of calculations 

This section provides specification of parameters used in the

isk calculation and countermeasure selection for the static mode

f calculations. In the static mode of calculations we do not con-

ider dynamic information, i.e. information on the detected attack

nstances. 

.1. Prior risk calculation 

We introduce static mode of calculations to determine the com-

on level of risk in the analyzed system and to select the preven-

ive countermeasures that will allow reducing the risk if necessary.

e calculate the common level of risk on the basis of local risk

evels that, in their turn, we calculate using attack graph. The at-

ack graph represents all possible multi-step attack scenarios in the

ystem ( Definition 1 ). Each attack scenario is a chain of sequen-

ial actions connected on the basis of pre and post conditions w.r.t.

ulnerability exploitations and Bayesian probabilities ( Definitions 1

nd 2 ) [53,54] . 

efinition 4 (Local risk level) . The local risk levels indicate

hether countermeasures should be implemented in the analysed

ystem to prevent attack scenarios. The local risk levels are cal-
ulated for each node of the attack graph using the standard risk

q. (11) : 

isk = AI × Pr , (11) 

where AI is represented in the form of a linear combination of

amages for the asset confidentiality I _ c , integrity I _ i and availabil-

ty I _ a in case of successful implementation of attack action (i.e.

ulnerability exploitation) corresponding to the graph node; and

he criticality of confidentiality C _ c , integrity C _ i and availability

 _ a of these assets ( Eq. (12) ): 

I = ( C _ c × I _ c ) + ( C _ i × I _ i ) + ( C _ a × I _ a ) . (12)

I _ c , I _ i and I _ a are calculated considering CVSS impact indexes

or the appropriate vulnerability [55] . The Pr parameter represents

robability of successful implementation of attack action (i.e. vul-

erability exploitation) corresponding to the graph node (corre-

ponds to the Pr parameter from Definition 2 ). We use a total prob-

bility formula to calculate the Pr on the basis of a local vulnera-

ility probability p and a conditional probability Pc . The Pc param-

ter allows considering all the possible states St of the graph node

ncestors Pa while calculating Pr (corresponds to the Pc param-

ter from Definition 1 ). Pc value depends on the logical relation

etween attack action parents Pa . If parent nodes are connected

ith AND relation, Pc is set to zero if there is at least one action

n Pa whose exploitation state St i is False ; otherwise, Pc equals p .

f parent nodes are connected with OR relation, Pc is set to zero if

or all actions in Pa the exploitation state St i is False ; otherwise, Pc

quals p . The p parameter is calculated using Eq. (13) for the root

odes of the attack graph, and it is calculated using Eq. (14) for

ther nodes: 

p = 2 × AV × AC × Au , (13) 

p = 2 × AC × Au . (14) 

Eqs. (13) and 14 are adopted from the CVSS equation for the

xploitability index [55] normalized between 0 and 1 using the 2

actor. AV represents the access required to exploit a vulnerabil-

ty, AC represents the complexity of exploitation of the appropri-

te vulnerability, and Au represents if the additional authentication

ethods required to exploit a vulnerability [55] . 

The risk level for attack sequences is calculated as the combina-

ion of the minimum probability of the attack nodes and the max-

mum impact. The common risk level for the analyzed system is

alculated as the maximum risk level of the attack sequences. 

The described countermeasure selection formalism allows se-

ecting preventive countermeasures considering the most vulnera-

le nodes of graph (i.e. nodes with a risk level that exceeds a pre-

efined threshold) and introduced countermeasure selection index.

.2. Optimal countermeasure selection in the preventive mode 

The countermeasure selection is implemented for the graph

odes with unacceptable risk level (risk level that exceeds the pre-

efined threshold). To select the optimal countermeasures set we

ypass attack graph considering countermeasure impact area (sub-

raph, graph node, vulnerability) and countermeasure impacted

roperties (confidentiality, integrity, availability, or their combina-

ions). 

efinition 5 (Preventive Countermeasure selection) . The counter-

easure selection for each object is performed using a counter-

easure selection index csi , considering countermeasure efficiency

or the risk level mitigation (i.e., Efficiency ), countermeasure cost

i.e., Cost ) and countermeasure collateral damage (i.e., CD ), as de-

icted in Eq. (15) : 

si = E f f iciency − Cost − CD. (15)
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We assume that maximization of the csi on the impact subarea

leads to its maximization on the impact area as a whole. 

The algorithm of the countermeasure selection is recursive in

terms of the impact area: the same actions are repeated for

the countermeasures that impact subgraph (several graph nodes),

graph nodes and separate vulnerabilities. The algorithm pseudo

code is provided in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the countermeasure selection algo-

rithm. 

1: For all nodes risk_nodes with risk > threshold 

2: implement zero-cost patches 

3: redefine risk_nodes 

4: Sort countermeasures and generate list cms1 

5: While risk_nodes is not empty and end of cms1 is not reached

6: Get cm1 from cms1 

7: For all cm from cm1 

8: calculate csi_sg1 

9: Select cm with max csi_sg1, sum csi_sg and csi_sg1 

10: Add cm to cm_sg 

11: remove covered nodes from risk_nodes 

12: Sort countermeasures and generate list cms2 

13: While risk_nodes is not empty and end of cms2 is not reached

14: Get cm2 from cms2 

15: For all cm from cm2 

16: calculate csi_sg2 

17: Select cm with max csi_sg2, sum csi_sg and csi_sg2 

18: Add cm to cm_sg 

19: remove covered nodes from risk_nodes 

20: Select countermeasures that impact separate vulnerabilities 

21: Select the list cm_sg with max csi_sg 

The goal of the countermeasure selection process is to reduce

the common risk level for the analyzed system with minimum

costs. We implement Algorithm 1 that maximizes the countermea-

sure selection index for each attack graph node to reach this goal: 

(row 2): we start with the countermeasures with zero-cost ex-

penses; 

(row 4): if there are still attack graph nodes with risk level

that exceeds predefined threshold ( risk _ nodes ), we sort counter-

measures cms 1 that cover subgraph from the one that affects the

largest number of the graph nodes and security properties (i.e.

confidentiality, integrity and availability), the next countermea-

sures are selected according to the largest mismatch of the covered

nodes and properties; cms 1 is a matrix where on the same row

there are countermeasures that cover the same number of graph

nodes; 

(row 6–11): we calculate csi for each countermeasure in the

processed row of the cms 1 and select the countermeasure with

maximum csi (max csi _ sg1 ); we add this max csi _ sg1 to the com-

mon csi for the subgraph countermeasures ( csi _ sg) and we add an

appropriate countermeasure to the list of the selected subgraph

countermeasures ( cm _ sg); we repeat these steps while there are

nodes in the risk _ nodes or not processed rows in the cms 1; 

(row 12–19): we repeat steps from rows 4–11 for the coun-

termeasures that cover separate attack graph nodes cms 2; csi for

these countermeasures are added to the common csi csi _ sg and the

selected countermeasures are added to the list cm _ sg; 

(row 20): we repeat steps from rows 4–11 for the countermea-

sures that cover separate vulnerabilities; 

(row 21): we select generated countermeasures list cm _ sg with

maximum csi _ sg for the implementation. 

Several countermeasures for the separate graph nodes can have

higher csi than one countermeasure for the subgraph, and several

countermeasures for the separate vulnerabilities can have higher
si than one countermeasure for the graph node. That’s why we

btain several alternative countermeasure lists for selection in the

ow 21. 

. Dynamic mode of calculations 

We introduce dynamic mode of calculations for the reactive re-

ponse to the detected cyber attacks. The selected countermea-

ures should prevent propagation of the detected attacks timely,

.e. before the severe damage. We outline three main phases of

ountermeasure selection. First, we map detected security inci-

ents on the attack graph nodes (Incident mapping phase). This

hanges the state St and attack probability Pr ( Definition 2 ) for the

apped nodes and launches the second phase (Risk recalculation).

n the second phase the risks for the ancestors and descendants

f the mapped graph nodes are recalculated. It allows determining

he a priori and a posteriori steps of an attacker, i.e. to track the

ttack. If (when) the recalculated risk levels exceed the predefined

hreshold the third phase starts (Countermeasure selection). 

The remaining of this section defines all aforementioned

hases. 

efinition 6 (Incident Mapping) . It follows an incident model E i to

rocess security incidents and responses under the reactive mode.

he incidents are correlated from the security events by the cor-

elation tools. E i is a 3-tuple ( T i , H i , Tp i ), where T i is time of the

ncident; H i is an object (e.g. host) affected by the incident; and

p i is the incident type. We map detected security incidents on

he attack graph nodes to track ongoing attacks and update se-

urity assessments. We consider an object (e.g. host) H i affected

y the incident to decrease the number of attack graph nodes for

apping – only the nodes that correspond to the object H i are se-

ected (we use parameter H from the Definition 2 ). Then we use

he incident type Tp i to map an incident on the attack graph nodes

hat have appropriate post-conditions (we use parameter V from

he Definition 2 , where V post-conditions are specified via CVSS

mpact indexes). Possible incident types are CIA violation or ille-

itimate access. The descendants of the mapped graph nodes show

ossible future attack steps, while the ancestors show previous at-

ack steps. We use time of the incident T i to relate several inci-

ents to the same attack sequence and to track direction of the

ttack propagation. 

efinition 7 (Risk Recalculation) . Incident mapping changes the

tates St (to True), attack probabilities Pr and risk levels for the

apped nodes. In its turn it changes the risk levels for their an-

estors and descendants (i.e. attack sequences that go through the

ompromised node). We recalculate probability values for the an-

estors using Bayes theorem. The algorithm for determination of

he previous attacker steps is based on the maximum probability

hange for the graph nodes. Determination of the previous attack

teps, in its turn, allows determining the attacker skill level asl . We

ropose to calculate it as the maximum CVSS access complexity AC

f these steps and use it to recalculate the local probability p for

he compromised node descendants as p = 2 × AC + asl 
2 × Au , where

he 2 and 

1 
2 factors are used in order to get medium values from

ccess complexity and asl , which results into a probability value

rom 0 to 1. Then we recalculate probability values for the descen-

ants using the formula of total probability and new p values. The

lgorithm for determination of the following attacker steps is sim-

lar to the one for the previous attack step and it is based on the

aximum probability change for the graph nodes. 

efinition 8 (Reactive Countermeasure Selection) . A reactive coun-

ermeasure selection starts when risk for any attack graph nodes

xceeds predefined threshold. It is based on the aforementioned

rocesses of incident mapping and risk recalculation. Unlike pre-
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StRORI and attack graph maping. 

StRORI Model Attack Graph Model 
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entive mode the goal of the countermeasure selection in the re-

ctive is both to decrease risk to the acceptable level and to stop

eal instances of attacks identified in the system. The set of the

vailable countermeasures is stored in the database. The counter-

easures are specified using the set of parameters, including an

ffected vulnerability, impact area, impact type, affected security

roperties and implementation mode, i.e. some countermeasures

elected in the preventive mode, maybe used in the reactive mode

e.g., firewalls can be used to enable/disable additional firewall

ules). Thus the set of the available countermeasures in the reac-

ive mode depends on the countermeasures set selected during the

reventive mode. The attack action model presented in Section 5 is

xtended with available countermeasures for the countermeasure

election goals. The algorithm of the countermeasures selection is

imilar to the algorithm in the static mode except the set of the

ountermeasures for implementation and considered attack graph

odes. 

The algorithm pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 2 . 

lgorithm 2 Pseudo code of the countermeasure selection algo-

ithm in dynamic mode. 

1: Input data: security incident E i 
2: Map E i on the attack graph 

3: Get graph_nodes corresponding to the E i 
4: For all graph_node from graph_nodes 

5: St = T rue 

6: Recalculate P r

7: Recalculate risk 

8: For all ancestors of graph_nodes 

9: Recalculate P r

10: Determine previous attack steps attack_steps_pr 

11: Calculate attacker skill level asl

12: For all descendants of graph_nodes 

13: Recalculate P r considering asl

14: Recalculate risk 

15: if risk > threshold add graph_node to risk_nodes 

16: For all nodes from risk_nodes 

17: implement zero-cost patches 

18: redefine risk_nodes 

19: Go to row 4 of Algorithm~~1 

The csi index used for the countermeasure selection does not

onsider some parameters. Besides, the proposed countermeasure

election algorithm has high complexity as soon as it requires risk

ecalculation for each available countermeasure that limits its ap-

lication in the near real time. We implement the StRORI index

ntroduced in Section 3.2 to overcome this limitation. 

. Integration of the hypergraph-based approach and StRORI 

ndex 

StRORI index and hypergraph-based approach are easily com-

atible as soon as attack graph allows one to outline attacks that

hould be prevented while StRORI allows one to select counter-

easures for their mitigation. This section describes integration of

he StRORI index to the countermeasure selection technique based

n the attack graphs and provides brief description of the counter-

easure selection prototype. 

The proposed countermeasure selection technique integrated

ith StRORI metric extends the previous research presented in

9,29] . StRORI metric replaces csi metric specified in Section 5 and

ntroduce all advantages of the StRORI metric to the graph-driven

ountermeasure selection process. 

The connection between the attack graph and countermeasure

election technique ( Section 3.2 ) is as follows: processing of each
ew incident and following implementation of countermeasures

eads to the transition process between system states as repre-

ented in Fig. 1 . 

The mapping between all metrics composing the StRORI index

nd the metrics calculated based on the attack graph is depicted

n Table 2 . 

The attack action model is extended to consider imple-

ented countermeasures as described in Section 3.2 Cdi : S =
(H, V, Sc, St, Cdi, P r) . 

In the current implementation the annual loss expectancy pa-

ameter of the StRORI metric can be instantiated by the attack

mpact calculated with the attack graph techniques provided in

9,29] . 

AIV is computed as the sum of costs of the policy enforcement

oints in the system and it was partially considered in Cost metric

rom Section 5.2 as the cost of tools required to implement coun-

ermeasures. But AIV is more complex index and its application

hould lead to more adequate countermeasure selection. 

Countermeasures are described using the following set of pa-

ameters CM = (V, P, M, Cov , AI, SI, CC, CE, CD ) , where V – vulnera-

ility that is affected by the countermeasure, P – platform or con-

guration where the countermeasure can be implemented, M –

ystem operation mode (static or dynamic), Cov – countermeasure

overage considering attack graph (subnet / subgraph / graph node

 hosts / software and hardware / vulnerability), AI – impact on

he network configuration or the attack graph (remove/add/modify

ode/link), SI – impact on the service dependency graph (re- 

ove/add/modify node/link). CC , CE , CD represent three indexes,

ountermeasure cost, countermeasure effectiveness and collateral 

amage from the countermeasure implementation, accordingly. 

Countermeasure coverage areas shall be determined for all

vailable countermeasures considering attack graph and corrected

hen new incidents are fixed. Countermeasure coverage is speci-

ed considering attack graph nodes with high risk level. 

. Implementation, use case and experiments 

Let us provide a brief description of the developed security as-

essment and countermeasure selection prototype and application

f the StRORI index in its scope. The prototype incorporates the

ollowing main architectural components: the component of input

ata gathering; the component of data processing; the security as-

essment component; the component of countermeasure selection;

atabase; and visualization system. The components of input data

athering and processing gather and normalize security data from

ifferent sources, including open security databases, network scan-

ers and experts. Gathered data are stored in the database. The

ecurity assessment component generates attack graph and im-

lements risk calculation techniques. Calculation of the StRORI in-

ex is implemented for the experiments as the part of the coun-

ermeasure selection component. Visualization system represents

btained results. The prototype is implemented in Java version

.8.0_45. 

Further in this section we describe the results of joint applica-

ion of attack graphs and StRORI for the countermeasure selection

n preventive and reactive modes. For this goal we briefly describe

ttack scenario composed of multiple stages, assess the severity of
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Table 3 

Hardware and software of the test network [56] . 

Host Software 

Web server Windows Server 2008 R2 (64 bits) 

Accreditation JBoss AS 5.0.1 

(Massif-2) Snare agent 

ApacheStruts2 framework 

(cpe:2.3:a:apache:struts:2.0.11.2: ∗ : ∗: ∗: ∗: ∗: ∗: ∗) 

(cpe:/a:apache:struts:2.0.11.2) 

Web server Windows Server 2008 R2 (64 bits) 

Sport Entries JBoss AS 5.0.1 

(Massif-1) Snare agent 

ApacheStruts2 framework 

Authentication SUSE Enterprise Linux 11 SP1 (32 bits) 

server (Massif-3) NetIQ eDirectory server 8.8.7.1 (eDirectory 8.8 SP7 

vanilla) 

Internal SUSE Enterprise Linux 11 SP1 (32 bits) 

firewall Netfilter 
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the attack in each stage and evaluate the different countermea-

sures using the StRORI. 

8.1. Use case 

We use the test case “Olympic Games” that was developed in

scope of the MASSIF FP7 Project by AtoS company [56,57] and sce-

nario of the “low and slow” attack to demonstrate our approach. 

Network software and hardware are listed in Table 3 . Web

server Accreditation, web server Sport Entries and Authentication

server are critical for this network. Accreditation and Sport Entries

applications are accessible over the Internet. NetIQ eDirect is used

for the authentication, eDirect data access is implemented using

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) encapsulated in SSL

(port 636); web applications Accreditation and Sport Entries use

ApacheStruts2 framework (port 8080 is used for the web pages ac-

cess) supported by JBoss AS (port 443). 

The “low and slow” attack is implemented to get access to con-

fidential data. In case of success, this attack can result in reputa-

tion loss and requires serious restoration costs. The attack steps are

listed below. 

Step 1 – scanning of the web servers for SQL injections. Result:

no vulnerabilities. Event 1 – unsuccessful attempt of SQL injection

on the web servers. 

Step 2 – behavior and code analysis. Result: SportEntries appli-

cation uses the ApacheStruts2 framework. 

Step 3 – searching for the ApacheStruts2 framework vulnerabil-

ities. Result: vulnerabilities are detected (Struts version is vulnera-

ble to OGNL injection). 

Step 4 – exploitation of the vulnerability. Result: opportunity to

execute processes on the web server (integrity violation). 

Step 5 – searching for the JBoss Application Platform vulnera-

bilities (most likely application server for Struts2) to deploy remote

shell. Result: remote execution vulnerability is detected. 

Step 6 – deployment of the remote shell on the web server us-

ing JBoss Application Platform vulnerability to leverage the remote

execution of processes. Result: remote shell is deployed. 

Step 7 – attempt of the local administrative account brute force

using remote shell and “slow and low” approach. This step took

two weeks. Result: unsuccessful. Event 2 – unsuccessful attempts

of the local administrative account brute force on the web server. 

Step 8 – attempt of the internal network recognition. This step

took 1 month. Result: port tcp/ldaps (636) is opened (where Ne-

tIQ eDirect authentication server is running). Event 3 – network

scanning. 

Step 9 – searching for the NetIQ eDirect server vulnerabilities.

Result: vulnerability which allows remote privilege escalation is

uncovered. 
Step 10 – exploitation of the NetIQ eDirectory server vulnera-

ility. This step took two weeks. Result: root on the Authentication

erver. Event 4 – eDirectory process crashes multiple times. 

Step 11 – get list of the valid user credentials from the Authen-

ication server using network eavesdropping or brute force and ap-

ly consistently to the web server. This step took two weeks. Re-

ult: success – access to the web server. Event 5 – attempt to login

sing various user credentials from the one host. 

.2. Preventive mode 

At first, we calculated risks for the described system in pre-

entive mode using the attack graph formalism described in

ection 4 and the technique described in Section 5.1 . Fig. 4 ,a rep-

esents an attack graph generated using our prototype for the de-

cribed test network in the preventive mode. The nodes of the

raph are colored depending on the calculated risks: green color

or the low risk of compromise, yellow color for the medium risk

evel, orange color for the high risk level, and finally, red color –

or the critical risk level. It should be noticed that there are only

edium and high risk level nodes on the graph. There is firewall

n the test network which coverage area covers nodes under the

isk. As soon as there are no nodes with a critical risk level we do

ot select additional countermeasures on this step. More detailed

iews of the attack graph and demo of our prototype are available

n-line at http://j.mp/stRORI . 

.3. Reactive mode 

In the reactive mode we process detected incidents to prevent

erious impact. Let us demonstrate it for the attack sequence pro-

ided in Section 8.1 . In terms of attack graph path, the sequence

ncorporates nodes that correspond to the CAPEC attack patterns

nd CVE exploitation. It can be represented as follows: 

1. CAPEC-66: SQL Injection (scanning of the web servers for SQL

injections); Indicator: Too many false or invalid queries to the

database, especially those caused by malformed input (unsuc-

cessful attempt of SQL injection on the web servers). Attackers’

position – “Attacker” node in Fig. 4 as soon as our graph does

not include CAPEC attack pattern nodes in current implementa-

tion. 

2. CAPEC-118: Collect and Analyze Information (behavior and code

analysis). Attackers’ position – “Attacker” node in Fig. 4 as soon

as our graph does not include CAPEC attack pattern nodes in

current implementation. 

3. No name action (searching for the ApacheStruts2 framework

vulnerabilities). Result: Struts version is vulnerable to OGNL in-

jection (CVE-2008-6504). Attackers’ position – “Attacker” node

in Fig. 4 . 

4. CVE-2008-6504 exploitation. Integrity Impact: Partial (opportu-

nity to execute processes on the web server). “Massif-2” node

in Fig. 4 . 

5. No name action (searching for the JBoss Application Platform

vulnerabilities – most likely application server for Struts2 – to

deploy remote shell). Result: remote execution vulnerability is

detected (CVE-2017-12149). “Massif-2” node in Fig. 4 . 

6. CVE-2017-12149 exploitation (deployment of the remote shell

on the web server to leverage the remote execution of pro-

cesses). Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability Impact: Partial

(remote shell is deployed). “Massif-2” node in Fig. 4 . 

7. CAPEC-70: Try Common or Default Usernames and Passwords

(attempt of the local administrative account brute force using

remote shell and “slow and low” approach). Attackers’ position

– “Massif-2” node in Fig. 4 as soon as our graph does not in-

clude CAPEC attack pattern nodes in current implementation.

http://j.mp/stRORI
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Fig. 4. Representation of the test attack graph generated using our proof-of-concept prototype. More details are available on-line at http://j.mp/stRORI . 
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Result: unsuccessful. Time: two weeks. Indicator: Many incor-

rect login attempts are detected by the system (unsuccessful

attempts of the local administrative account brute force on the

web server). 

8. CAPEC-300: Port Scanning (attempt of the internal network

recognition). This step took 1 month). Attackers’ position –

“Massif-2” node in Fig. 4 as soon as our graph does not include 

CAPEC attack pattern nodes in current implementation. Result:

port tcp/ldaps (636) is opened (where NetIQ eDirect authenti-

cation server is running). Time: 1 month. 
9. No name action (searching for the NetIQ eDirect server vulnera-

bilities). Result: vulnerability which allows remote privilege es-

calation is uncovered (zero-day). Attackers’ position “Massif-2”

node in Fig. 4 . 

0. Exploitation of the NetIQ eDirectory server vulnerability. Result:

root on the Authentication server. “Massif-3” node in Fig. 4 , no

CVE node as soon as vulnerability was unknown. Time: two

weeks. Indicator: eDirectory process crashes multiple times. 

1. CAPEC-70: Try Common or Default Usernames and Passwords

(get list of the valid user credentials from the Authentication

http://j.mp/stRORI
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l  
server using brute force and apply consistently to the web

server). This step took two weeks. “Massif-2” node in Fig. 4 as

soon as our graph does not include CAPEC attack pattern nodes

in current implementation. Result: access to the web server.

Time: two weeks. Indicator: Many incorrect login attempts are

detected by the system. 

Fig. 4 represents an attack graph generated using our prototype

after incidents processing for the “low and slow” attack described

in Section 8.1 . An unsuccessful attempt of SQL injection on the web

servers (step 1 of the attack) results in the first security incident.

After processing of the first security incident the distribution of

risk levels is not changed (as soon as attackers’ position is out-

side the test network). After the second security incident (step 7

of the attack) the attackers’ position is “Massif-2” node. The risk

level of the attack graph nodes related to the “Massif-2” exceeds
Table 4 

Comparison among different countermeasure selection approaches. 

Models Advantages 

Service Dependency 

Framework [1] 

It considers service dependencies in the process

reaction strategies. It evaluates intrusion and 

impact. It considers response collateral damag

positive response effects as they reduce intru

Situation Calculus [15] Integration of the graph theory with attack grap

Automatic generation of attack graphs and ap

responses. Evaluation of the global risk associ

simultaneous ongoing attacks 

Attack Graph Models [16,17] It considers the implementation of preventive a

security measures on the exploitation of the s

vulnerabilities. The approach supports most a

could be discovered through network vulnera

scanners. It enables the quantification of the 

compromised at different levels. 

Argumentation [18] Suitable where multiple causes for a specific an

behavior are possible, and multiple counterm

be taken to mitigate the problem. It supports

when direct resolution is not possible due to 

unresolved logical conflicts. It considers the c

manipulating a final decision by acting on the

process itself. 

RORI [7,22] It allows the selection of multiple countermeasu

relative to the size of the infrastructure. It co

case of selecting no countermeasure. It differe

mutually exclusive measures from partially an

restrictive ones. 

Response Financial Impact 

Assessment (RFIA) [19] 

It considers the financial benefits of restoring a

potentially threatened operational capabilities

potential impacts that efficient mitigation act

inadvertently cause on the organization in an

perspective. It uses a multi-dimensional optim

procedure to select response plans. 

ROSI Framework [20] The impact of an attack is computed on the wh

by considering its effect upon all critical asse

issues are partially overcome by using Bayesia

It uses well-known standards (e.g., ISO-27001

inventory development. It uses a mathematica

quantify and prioritize assets. 

Automated Countermeasure 

Selection Framework [21] 

The framework provides an automated selection

countermeasures based on cost impact analys

considers the organisation’s service loss and c

period of time. It uses both attacker and defe

in their analysis. Synthetic graphs are used to

network dependencies and vulnerabilities. 

StRORI and Hypergraphs It considers the state at which a countermeasur

implemented in the impact analysis. It allows

computation of exhaustive lists of attack scen

hypergraphs. It estimates the risk of simultan

against the system and proposes optimal acti

upon. 
he threshold ( Fig. 4 ,b). The following countermeasures were con-

idered in the countermeasure selection process: 

• ‘enable/disable additional firewall rules with EF = 80%, COV = 0,7,

ALE = € 30 0 0, ARC = € 20 0, AIV = € 30 0 0 0 and resulting

StRORI = 4,9; 
• block suspicious connection with EF = 80%, COV = 1, ALE = € 30 0 0,

ARC = 0, AIV = € 30 0 0 0 and resulting StRORI = 8; 
• “block ports/IP addresses” with EF = 80%, COV = 1, ALE = € 30 0 0,

ARC = € 80, AIV = € 30 0 0 0 and resulting StRORI = 7,7; 
• “shutdown service/host” with EF = 10%, COV = 1, ALE = € 30 0 0,

ARC = € 80, AIV = € 30 0 0 0 and resulting StRORI = 0,7. 

As it was mentioned above the list of countermeasures for the

mplementation is constructed considering the StRORI index calcu-

ation the countermeasures with maximum StRORI index are se-

ected. In our test case it is countermeasure “block suspicious con-
Disadvantages 

 of selecting 

response 

es and 

sion costs. 

Inability to evaluate monetary impact of selected security 

measures over its dependent services. Time is not 

considered in the computation of the risk impact. It 

does not consider the impact of new attack steps that 

are made possible by the current intrusion if no 

response is enacted. 

h models. 

propriate 

ated to 

It does not estimate the risk of simultaneous attacks on 

the network service. It does not consider financial 

benefits of implementing countermeasures in the 

system. 

nd reactive 

ystem’s 

ttacks that 

bility 

network to be 

The model does not easily support attacks with multiple 

prerequisites. It requires improvements in terms of 

scalability and efficiency. Financial benefits of the 

implementation of security measures is not taken into 

account 

omalous 

easures can 

 reasoning 

inherent, 

ost of 

 decision 

No real effort has been spent to use the approach in 

avoiding the manipulation of decision-making 

processes in Cybersecurity scenarios. No scoring system 

has been defined to be associated with Abstract 

Argumentation Frameworks (AAFs) in order to enable 

solution optimization. 

re. Response 

nsiders the 

ntiates 

d/or totally 

High level of estimation in the computation of the model. 

Interdependency among countermeasures is not 

considered. No history of the actions is considered. No 

impact of suppressing a countermeasure. 

nd protecting 

. It assesses 

ions may 

 operational 

ization 

Inherent limitations associated to the RORI index e.g., 

accuracy issues, inability to consider indirect increase 

of financial costs, inability to evaluate potential 

decrease of financial impact, no consideration of 

semantic implications of individual countermeasures. 

ole business 

ts. Uncertainty 

n theorems. 

) for asset 

l formula to 

The framework needs to be tested in real time 

organizational environments. The methodology is not 

yet automated. It only analyses the impact of single 

security investment upon whole infrastructure, no 

methodology is provided for multiple and simultaneous 

investments. 

 of 

is. It 

osts over a 

nsive actions 

 represent 

Lack of a flexible dependency model. It does not select a 

combination of countermeasures and recovery actions 

in the same decision. Although the framework 

estimates the impact of disabling schemes based on 

network connectivity, it does not include this 

information in the attack or dependency graphs. 

e is 

 the 

arios by using 

eous attacks 

ons to act 

It requires a great level of accuracy in the estimation of 

parameters. The application of the risk assessment 

methodology is limited to the countermeasure selection 

algorithm complexity. Visualization of hypergraphs are 

limited to the methods and algorithms used 
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ection”. More detailed views of the attack graph and demo of our

rototype are available on-line at http://j.mp/stRORI . 

.4. Experiments and discussion 

We conducted experiments for the different generated attack

equences and network configurations. For the experiments we

sed PC with Intel Core i7 CPU and 8 GB RAM. We measured the

ext parameters: operating time of the countermeasure selection

echnique; risk values for the attack graph nodes before and af-

er the implementation of the selected countermeasures; losses in

ase of attack implementation with and without the selected coun-

ermeasures. 

In the reactive mode countermeasure selection process from the

isk recalculation stage to the StRORI calculation and countermea-

ure selection stage takes no more than 2 s for the 500 hosts

rchitectures. Comparison of the risk levels calculated using at-

ack graphs showed risk mitigation to the predefined threshold in

ase of the countermeasures implementation. Comparison of losses

howed significant benefit in the interval from 20 to 80 percent for

he different attack sequences in case of the countermeasures im-

lementation. 

An application of the StRORI index gives a gain in time in the

eactive mode of the countermeasure selection, and allows consid-

ring of the already implemented. While application of the graph-

ased approach increases the benefit from the countermeasures

mplementation due to the forecasting of the attack steps. Thus,

e can conclude on the advantage of the joint application of the

raph-based approach and StRORI index. Application of the sug-

ested joint metric and graph-based countermeasure selection is

ustified for the large distributed networks to counteract ongoing

ulti-step cyber-attacks. 

The developed tool and underlying approach use a cost-

ensitive metric to evaluate efficiency of single and combined

ountermeasures against individual and multiple attack scenarios

nd to select the most suitable countermeasure or group of them

or the implementation in a particular state of the system. The pro-

osed metric also allows taking into account the case of select-

ng no countermeasure. It considers the size of the infrastructure

hich allows using it for the countermeasure evaluation in differ-

nt systems regardless of their size. Compared to [1] the advantage

f the proposed approach consists in the consideration of proba-

ility of attacks. Compared to the [15] the approach considers si-

ultaneous attack scenarios. Compared to the [18] our approach

onsiders the cost of the final decision in the decision process. 

Compared to the previously proposed by the authors counter-

easure selection model [7,22] it considers restrictions and con-

icts among countermeasures as well as interdependence among

ountermeasures. Besides, the approach takes into account coun-

ermeasures history. The main limitation of the proposed model is

equirements to the estimation accuracy for the parameters that

ompose the StRORI index. Our risk assessment technique allows

vercoming this limitation by considering relative values on these

arameters. 

The basis of the risk assessment approach is Bayesian attack

raph. Compared to [16] our graph allows one to support attacks

ith multiple prerequisites. The main limitation of Bayesian attack

raphs application to forecast attack development and sources con-

ists in the possibility of the attack sequences with cycles in the

nalyzed system. In this study we propose hypergraph approach to

vercome this limitation. It distinguishes this study from [17] and

ur previous research on attack graphs [29,32] . Besides, integration

f the hypergraph together with the StRORI index allows overcom-

ng another limitation of our countermeasure selection technique

n the basis of attack graphs in the near real time [9] related to

he high complexity of the developed algorithm. 
We introduce dynamics to the model using states St specified

or each attack graph node. The set of states St defines system se-

urity state at each point of time. System can change its state from

ecure to insecure with some probability. Countermeasures should

ecrease this probability in the preventive mode and prevent state

hanging in the reactive mode, i.e. prevent propagation of the on-

oing attack. 

Table 4 compares the main advantage and disadvantage as-

ects associated to the different approaches for the countermea-

ure evaluation and selection. 

. Conclusion 

We proposed in this paper a hybrid approach that combines at-

ack graphs and a cost sensitive metric to analyze the impact of se-

urity countermeasures and select the optimal set of actions based

n financial and threat impact assessment functions. 

The main advantages of the approach described in this study

re the following: (i) We use a cost-sensitive metric to evaluate ef-

ciency of single and combined countermeasures against individ-

al and multiple attack scenarios; (ii) The approach allows select-

ng the most suitable countermeasure or group of them for the im-

lementation in a particular state of the system, (iii) The approach

onsiders the size of the infrastructure, which allows using it for

he countermeasure evaluation in different systems regardless of

heir size, (iv) The developed countermeasure selection index al-

ows considering the case of selecting no countermeasure; (v) The

pproach considers restrictions and conflicts among countermea-

ures as well as interdependence among countermeasures; (vi) The

pproach takes into account countermeasures history. 

In terms of limitations, we can observe that a great level of

ccuracy is required in the estimation of the different parame-

ers of our construction. This is overcome by the use of a risk

ssessment methodology that considers relative values on all the

lements composing the StRORI index. The proposed risk assess-

ent methodology allows decreasing the risk of successful attacks

n the preventive mode and preventing ongoing attacks in the re-

ctive mode by forecasting attack development and sources and

mplementing countermeasures timely. In its turn, application of

ur risk assessment methodology was limited in real time with the

ountermeasure selection algorithm complexity. This is overcome

y the use of hypergraph formalism and StRORI index. 

Future work will concentrate in evaluating the approach in

ulti-step threat scenarios with multiple countermeasures to be

nalyzed simultaneously. In addition, we plan to extend the third

ype of hyperedges, and introduce the hyperedge that incorporates

bjects related to one incident on the different levels of abstrac-

ion, for example, events related to the incident, attack related to

he incident, exploits used in this attack, vulnerabilities used in the

ttack, weaknesses used in the attack and countermeasures against

he attack. 
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